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Abstract 

The daily rhythms of the city, the ebb and flow of people undertaking routines activities, inform the 

spatial and temporal patterning of crime. Being able to capture citizen mobility and delineate a crime 

specific population denominator is a vital prerequisite of the endeavour to both explain and address 

crime. This paper introduces the concept of an exposed population-at-risk, defined as the mix of 

residents and non-residents who may play an active role as an offender, victim or guardian in a specific 

crime type, present in a spatial unit at a given time. This definition is deployed to determine the 

exposed population-at-risk for violent crime, associated with the night-time-economy, in public 

spaces. Through integrating census data with mobile phone data and utilising fine-grained temporal 

and spatial violent crime data, the paper demonstrates the value of deploying an exposed (over an 

ambient) population-at-risk denominator to determine violent crime in public space hotspots on 

Saturday nights in Greater Manchester (UK). In doing so, the paper illuminates that as violent crime in 

public space rises, over the course of a Saturday evening, the exposed population-at-risk falls, implying 

a shifting propensity of the exposed population-at-risk to perform active roles as offenders, victims 

and / or guardians. The paper concludes with a discussion of the theoretical and policy-relevance of 

these findings. 
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1. Introduction  
Crime rate denominators require being calculated with reference to specific crime types 

(Boggs, 1965) and with sensitivity to the temporal and spatial patterning of crime arising from the 

daily rhythms of city, the ebb and flow of people undertaking routine activities. Failure to meet these 

requirements may inflate or deflate the crime rate (Song et al. 2018), masking the true nature of the 

crime problem and impeding its effective address. In advance of previous studies, and informed by 

routine activities theory (Cohen and Felson 1979), this paper introduces the concept of an exposed 

population-at-risk, defined as the mix of residents and non-residents who may play an active role as 

an offender, victim or guardian in a specific crime type, present in a spatial unit at a given time. 

Examining violent crime, associated with the night-time-economy (NTE), in public space and on 

Saturday evenings in Greater Manchester (UK), we evaluate the value of employing an exposed 

population-at-risk measure in contrast to an ambient population-at-risk measure (Andresen 2011) in 

identifying crime hotspots. This exercise is underpinned through the utilisation and integration of both 

novel and fine-grained mobile phone and crime data sets. Having established a theoretically informed 

definition of the exposed population-at-risk of violent crime in public space, of the (potential) 

temporally shifting propensities of this population to perform an active role as an offender, victim or 

guardian, the research progresses to address the following questions: 

• RQ1: What is the spatial and temporal patterning of violent crime in public space?  

• RQ2: Does the exposed or ambient population-at-risk hold a greater correlation with the 

spatial and temporal patterning of violent crime in public space? 

• RQ3: What is the distinction between the violent crime in public space hotspots generated 

by exposed and ambient population-at-risk measures?  

• RQ4: Is late-evening violent crime in public space associated with a declining exposed 

population-at-risk? 

 

2. Background  
Crime holds an uneven spatial and temporal distribution, concentrating in particular urban 

areas (Sherman et al. 1989; Weisburd et al. 2012) and at specific times of the week or day (Brunsdon 

et al. 2007; Newton 2015; Townsley 2008). Crime hotspots occur where and when crime counts are 

significantly higher compared to other spatial units and time periods (Chainey and Ratcliffe 2005). 

Crime hotspots are, at least in part, a function of the size of the population present in a spatial unit at 

a given time; it has long been held that there is a general positive cross-sectional relationship between 

population size and crime (Braithwaite 1989; Siegel and Williams 2003). In other words, as population 

size increases we can typically expect crime to increase also, though we should be cautious in assuming 

a direct causal effect of population size on crime (Rotolo and Tittle 2006). 

The population present in a spatial unit at a given time is the product of the daily rhythms of 

the city, the ebb and flow of people undertaking routine activities, providing a pool of motivated 

offenders, targets (victims) and guardians (Boivin 2018; Cohen and Felson 1979). Crime hotspots, 

therefore, at least for certain types of crime, are a ”manifestation of the flows of population more 

generally” (Malleson and Andresen 2016, p. 53). Being able to measure population flows, their 

influence upon the population size of a spatial unit at a given time, is thus a vital component of any 

investigation of the cause of crime. The capture of an accurate population denominator enables the 

calculation of crime rates. Comparing crime rates across multiple spatial and temporal units facilitates 

the identification of disproportionate associations between population size and crime, places and 
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moments in which the qualities of the people present and / or of the setting itself hold influence on a 

particular crime problem. This opens prospect of usefully supporting the design, implementation and 

evaluation of crime prevention and management strategies. 

Static population measures, such as the residential and workplace population counts derived 

from the census, fail to capture the ebb and flow of urban populations, tending to overestimate or 

underestimate the population present in a spatial unit at a given time. Recognising this, Andresen 

(2011) proposed an ambient population count, based on the mix of residents and non-residents (or 

transient population) present in a spatial unit at a given time, as a more suitable population 

denominator. In response, multiple approaches for calculating an ambient population count have 

been advanced, including: the integration of census (workplace and residential) data (Mburu and 

Helbich 2016; Stults and Hasbrouck 2015); the interpretation of satellite data (Andresen 2011); the 

utilisation of large travel surveys (Boivin and Felson 2018; Felson and Boivin 2015); the use of CCTV to 

estimate footfalls (Marselle et al. 2012); the assessment of mobile telephone activity (Bogomolov et 

al. 2014; Hanaoka 2018; Malleson and Andresen 2016; Song et al. 2018); and, the evaluation of spatio-

temporal twitter tags (Hipp et al. 2018; Malleson and Andresen 2015). Each of these approaches, 

based on the unique qualities of the data deployed (as recognised by the authors) hold limitations 

centred on the lack of comprehensive capture of the ambient population, of the lack of the spatial and 

temporal sensitivity of the population denominator generated. A further (typical) limitation of existing 

studies relates to the qualities of the crime data that they deploy. UK open source police recorded 

crime data, for example, holds locational accuracy issues at smaller geographical scales due to the way 

in which the location of a crime is partially anonymised (Malleson and Andresen 2016; Tompson et al. 

2015). Additionally, it does not possess fine-grained time stamps (Malleson and Andresen 2016), nor 

does it identify the type of place in which a crime occurs. 

Data limitations aside, we require considering the relation between the ambient population 

and crime in more detail. Routine activities theory (Cohen and Felson 1979) can be understood to 

include contrasting propositions about population size (Boivin 2018). On the one hand, as the 

population size increases it follows that the number of potential offenders and suitable targets 

(victims) will increase, leading to more crimes taking place. On the other hand, as population size 

increases it follows that the number of capable guardians (with anyone present being able to perform 

this role) will also increase, serving to reduce the number of crimes taking place. In this vein, Hipp 

(2016) cautions against the assumption that the ambient population are equally likely to perform the 

roles of motivated offender, target (victim) and guardian. Rather, it is logical to conclude that the 

qualities of the people present and of the setting itself will hold influence on the likelihood that the 

roles of motivated offender, target (victim) and guardian will be performed, dependent on the crime 

type under investigation. It is in these terms that we propose the adoption of an exposed population-

at-risk measure defined, with reference to routine activities theory (Cohen and Felson 1979), as the 

mix of residents and non-residents who may play an active role as an offender, victim or guardian in 

a specific crime type, present in a spatial unit at a given time. The task remains to advance a 

theoretically informed definition of the exposed population-at-risk of violent crime, associated with 

the NTE, in public space. 
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The exposed population-at-risk of violent crime, associated with the NTE, in public 

space  

The NTE has no standard definition  (Greater London Authority 2017), though it is broadly 

understood to include the provision of goods, services and experiences (Furedi 2016) in the form of 

pubs, restaurants, clubs, cinemas, theatres and cultural festivals / events (van Liempt et al. 2015). 

Here, we utilise an alcohol specific definition of the NTE, taken to be the sale of alcohol for 

consumption in bars, pubs, clubs and restaurants (on-trade alcohol outlets) between the hours of early 

evening to early morning (Wickham 2012). The NTE, attracting a significant transient population, is 

typically based around a high density of on-trade alcohol premises (Conrow et al. 2015; Grubesic and 

Pridemore 2011; Snowden 2016) located within or close to town and city centres. Whilst the NTE 

delivers cultural, social and economic benefits, it is also associated with violent and disorderly 

behaviours (Finney 2004). Such behaviours exhibit a distinct spatial and temporal patterning, 

occurring in and around town and city centres and peaking on weekend (Friday and Saturday) evenings 

(Newton 2015). Wheeler (2019) recommends that a consideration of alcohol consumption and the 

environmental qualities of areas associated with the NTE provides a useful framework to explore the 

relationship between violence and the NTE. 

Noting that over half of all violent crime has been identified as alcohol-related (Flatley 2016), 

alcohol consumption is the main activity that takes place in the NTE (Hadfield et al. 2009). The social 

environment of the NTE induces cumulative alcohol consumption, maintaining or increasing an 

individual’s level of intoxication over the duration of an evening (Bellis et al. 2010; Moore et al. 2007). 

Alcohol intoxication is associated with heightened aggression and a feeling of power (Finney 2004) 

and, consequently, the risk of being involved in violence increases with drunkenness (Schnitzer et al. 

2010). Further, the clustering of licensed premises into identifiable zones (Conrow et al. 2015; 

Grubesic and Pridemore 2011; Hadfield et al. 2009; Snowden 2016) generates risky places (Bowers 

2014), serving as anchor points for violent crime. Whilst Gmel et al. (2016) concluded, following an 

international systematic evidential review, that on-trade alcohol premise density held a small causal 

impact on violent crime, research has found that the level of violent crime to be proportional to the 

capacity of licensed premises in that setting (Warburton and Shepherd 2004), i.e., a function of the 

scale of the transient population catered for in the NTE.  

NTE settings generate an increased likelihood of accidental or deliberate contact with 

strangers (Marselle et al. 2012), with crowded and contested spaces such as drinking establishments, 

fast food takeaways and taxi ranks serving as flashpoints for violent encounters  (Hadfield et al., 2009). 

Similarly, alcohol consumption in these settings raises the prospect of reactive aggression (Moore et 

al. 2007; Murdoch and Ross 1990) not only by victims but also by the pool of potential guardians who 

are less prone to prevent an escalation of violence when drunk (Graham et al., 1998). These insights 

serve to explain the association between the NTE (as a locus for the consumption of alcohol) and 

violent crime. Specifically, they speak to a shifting temporal propensity of the transient population 

attracted to the NTE to perform an active role as offender, victim or guardian. It seems plausible that 

as the evening progresses the likelihood of an individual being an offender or victim will increase, 

whilst the likelihood of an individual being a guardian will decrease.   

In defining the exposed population-at-risk of violent crime in public space, there remain two 

related issues requiring attention. Firstly, in addition to the transient population attracted to the NTE, 

it is important to recognise that town and city centres also serve as places of residence, work and 

shopping etc. What then of the potential of these populations to perform an active role as an offender, 
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victim or guardian? Here, we propose that all people using or traversing public space can perform an 

active role. Noting that city centres host a residential population, we propose that residents can play 

an active role whilst they traverse public space (i.e., returning to or leaving home), but not when they 

are at home (i.e., when they are not in public space). Moreover, it seems plausible that as the evening 

progresses the flow of residents returning home to a NTE setting and the flow of workers and shoppers 

leaving a NTE setting to return home will decrease in line with the daily rhythms of the city. Given the 

relation between alcohol consumption and offending, these groups are most likely to perform an 

active role as a guardian. Thus, it is plausible that as the evening progresses not only will the scale of 

the exposed population-at-risk decline, but also the pool of guardians within that population will 

decrease. In overview, and in contrast to ambient population measures that seek to capture the total 

population present in a spatial unit at any given time, the exposed population-at-risk of violent crime 

in public space requires to be calculated with reference to the population using or traversing public 

space and not those occupying private space in a spatial unit at any given time. 

Secondly, it is necessary to define public space in the NTE. Carmona (2010) classifies urban 

space as a continuum from clearly private to clearly public space. Public space facilitates the 

interaction between strangers and acquaintances (Kohn 2004), and is open and visible to everyone 

(Brighenti 2010). Drawing on the typologies of urban space advanced by Carmona (2010), spaces 

associated with the NTE can be argued to include public spaces (e.g., streets), private places to which 

the public are granted access (e.g., pubs and clubs) and public transport. 

 

3. Data  
Study area 

The research was conducted in Greater Manchester (GM), a large metropolitan area in the 

UK. GM has a population of 2.8 million (Office for National Statistics 2018) and is composed of ten 

local authorities (LA). Each LA contains one or more town / city centre with a corresponding NTE. 

Manchester city centre is the principal NTE. To illustrate exposed and ambient population-at-risk 

measures in relation to these NTEs, we utilise the city and town centre boundaries developed to report 

town centre statistics in England and Wales (Office of the Deputy Prime Minister 2004).  

 

Spatial unit of analysis 

The geographical unit used in this research is the Lower Layer Super Output Area (LSOA), 

which is part of the official census reporting geographies of England and Wales (UK). LSOAs contain 

areas with similar social and land use characteristics, with their boundaries recognising major physical 

features on the ground. The study area is composed of 1,673 LSOAs, each with a residential population 

of approximately 1,600 people.  

 

Census data 

Data from the 2011 UK census are used to calculate the residential population for GM at the 

LSOA level. The data are utilised in the calculation of both the exposed and ambient population-at-

risk measures deployed in the research (see below).  

 

Mobile phone data 

A Mobile Phone Origin Destination (MPOD) dataset, provided by Transport for Greater 

Manchester (TfGM) is used to calculate both the exposed and ambient population-at-risk measures. 
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The MPOD dataset comprises synthesised daily trip chaining (i.e., mobile routing) data (McGuckin and 

Murakami 1999). The data were collected over a 19 days period in May and July 2013 and then 

calibrated with reference to the telecommunication company’s 33% market share (on the assumption 

that the distribution of its subscribers was comparable to the market as a whole), TfGM travel diaries 

and the demographic characteristics of GM drawn from the 2011 census. The expansion equates to 

approximately 8.4 million daily trip chains. Of paramount relevance to the calculation of the exposed 

and ambient population-at-risk measures deployed in this research, the MPOD dataset identifies, on 

the basis of the first and final trip chain, the end destination (i.e., home neighbourhood) of mobile 

phone users.   

The MPOD data are aggregated to 501 homogenous (in terms of land-use) spatial units, 

constructed with reference to the location of cellular signal towers. These are denser within town and 

city centres and sparse within less populated (suburban, semi-rural) areas. Therefore, within town and 

city centres a MPOD spatial unit equates to a single LSOA, whilst out with town and city centres a 

MPOD spatial unit equates to approximately three LSOAs. We utilised a geographical information 

system (GIS) to employ a best-fit technique to distribute MPOD data across LSOAs (Office for National 

Statistics 2012; Ralphs 2011). Given that the primary objective of the research is to explore the 

influence of exposed and ambient populations-at-risk on violent crime in public space in town and city 

centre NTEs, where such crime is concentrated, the relative weakness of the MPOD dataset in less 

populated areas is outweighed by its strength in town and city centre areas. 

Additionally, The MPOD dataset comprises 17 hourly time bins between 06:00 and 22:59, and 

then a single time bin between 23:00 and 05:59. The larger time bin was created in line with the 

original motivation to develop the MPOD dataset, i.e., it reflects a period low travel period. To utilise 

this larger time bin it is necessary to assign a population value to each hour period it contains. We do 

so, following the approach of Crols and Malleson (2019), through the application of weighting 

estimates derived from the UK Time Use Survey (Gershuny 2017, Morris et al. 2016), which records 

the activities of respondents (at 10 minute intervals) over the course of a day. In overview (see Table 

2, below), this results in a declining population value being assigned to each hour from a peak in 23:00. 

 

Violent crime in public space data 

The research utilises recorded crime data provided by GM Police for the 2013 calendar year 

(i.e. from 1 Jan to 31 Dec 2013). For each crime record, the data possesses a number of attributes: the 

Home Office offence code (Home Office 2013), spatial (Cartesian) coordinates, two temporal fields 

(Start date / time and End date / time) and the location type of the offence. To create a violent crime 

in public space study dataset we undertook the following tasks.  

Firstly, we extracted offences classified as ‘Violence against the person’, specifically violence with 

physical injury and violence without physical injury. Secondly, to meet the requirement that the 

exposed population-at-risk must be able to play an active role in a crime, we used the location type of 

each crime record and drew upon Carmona’s (2010) typologies of public space to extract violence 

against the person offences occurring in public spaces (e.g., streets and car parks), private spaces to 

which the public are granted access (e.g., pubs and clubs) and on public transport. The research 

excluded offences occurring in private spaces (e.g., residential properties, offices and schools). Thirdly, 

using the spatial coordinates of each crime record, the data were allocated to LSOAs. Finally, using the 

temporal fields for each crime record the data were distributed in to time bins in line with the MPOD 

dataset. Over four-fifths (81.8%) of violent crimes in public space held the same start and end hour, 

and were therefore allocated to this hour (time-bin). For the remaining one-fifth of crime records, the 
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start and end hour spanned a longer period. This may be because the offence did indeed occur over a 

longer period or that the victim, offender or guardian (witness) were unable to recall the exact timing 

of the offence. Here, we applied temporal weights based on the crime record’s aoristic signature 

(Ratcliffe 2002), to assign a fraction (an aoristic value) of the offence to the time bins between its start 

and end hour. Thus, if a crime recorded as occurring between (start time) 19:00 and (end time) 22:00 

on the same day, t would be equal to 1/3. Therefore, a 1/3 weight was applied to the 19:00, 20:00 and 

21:00 time bins for that offence. We excluded any crime records in which the time span exceeded four 

hours. In line with our treatment of the MPOD dataset, the research considers crime records 

generated between Saturday 19:00 and Sunday 05:59 to be reflective of a Saturday’s NTE. In summary, 

and following these tasks, the final dataset comprised 17,660 public space violent crimes for the 2013 

calendar year. 

 

4. Methodology 
Calculation of population-at-risk measures 

In this section, we present the strategy deployed to calculate both the ambient and exposed 

population-at-risk measures. This is achieved through utilising the residential population counts 

drawn from the 2011 census and the transient (inflow and outflow) population counts drawn from the 

MPOD dataset. The calculation of the ambient population-at-risk measure is founded on Andresen’s 

(2011) definition of the ambient population comprising the mix of residents and non-residents present 

in a spatial unit at a given time. Thus, the ambient population-at-risk (𝐴𝑚𝑏) for a given area, in terms 

of each LSOAs in GM (𝐿𝑖), sums the residential population count (𝑅𝑒𝑠) with the population entering 

this area (𝐼 as inflows) at a certain time-period (𝑇𝑗) of day, where  𝑗 ≤ 24, whilst subtracting the 

population exiting this area (𝑂 as outflows) during the same time-period. This can be stated as: 

 

𝐴𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗
= 𝐴𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1

+ 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗
− 𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗

                  (1) 

 

For each spatial unit (𝐿𝑖), in each time bin of day (𝑇𝑗), with the initial time bin (𝑇1) defined as 

being 06:00 and equal to the residential population, we calculate the ambient population-at-risk in 

area 𝑖 at time-period 𝑇1), as being: 

 

𝐴𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑇1
= 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖

+ 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑇1
− 𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑇1

           (2) 

 

To determine the ambient population-at-risk at following time bin of day (𝑇1), we assume that 

the residential population at (𝑇2) is equal to the ambient population at (𝑇1), where 𝑗 ≤ 24. This can 

be expressed as: 

 

𝐴𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑇2
= 𝐴𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑇1

+ 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑇2
− 𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑇2

               (3) 

 

The calculation of the exposed population-at-risk (𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑) is founded on its definition as 

the mix of residents and non-residents who may play an active role as an offender, victim or guardian 

in a specific crime type, present in a spatial unit at a given time. Thus, the violent crime in public space 

exposed population-at-risk includes residents entering (𝐼𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒) or exiting their home neighbourhood 

(𝑂𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒), as well as the non-residents 𝐼𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗
 (the transient population) entering a spatial unit 

(𝑖) at a given time period (𝑗), plus the 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 population-at-risk in the previous time bin 
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(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1
) and minus those who reached their home (𝐼𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1

) or left the spatial unit 

(𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1
) in the previous time bin. Thus, the exposed population-at-risk in a given time period (𝑇𝑗) can 

be expressed as: 

  

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗
= 𝐼𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗

+ 𝐼𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗
+ 𝑂𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗

+ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1

− 𝐼𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1
 −  𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑇𝑗−1

 

               (4) 

 

At 𝑇1 we assume that the majority of the residential population will be at home. Therefore, 

the exposed population-at-risk at this time captures the nonhome-based inflows in to that spatial unit. 

Determining that 𝑇1 = 06:00 holds precedent in the literature (Newton 2015). Elsewhere, Felson and 

Poulsen (2003) identify the start of the criminological day as being 5:00, justifying this on the basis of 

the hourly patterns of crime statistics. In this study (see Figure 1), the proportion of daily violent crime 

in public space is at its lowest between 5:00 and 7:00 on Wednesdays and between 7:00 and 8:00 on 

Saturdays. This being said, the criminological day and the ebb and flow of the citizenry do not 

necessarily hold perfect accord, as discussed earlier. Finally, it is important to note that the calculation 

of the exposed population-at-risk, applied here, likely serves to inflate the population capable of 

performing an active role in public space violent crime, as it will also include those people working in 

private spaces in the spatial unit. 

 

Analytical strategy  

The following analytical strategy is deployed to answer the research questions posed in this paper. 

RQ1 is addressed through a descriptive assessment of the proportion of all violent crime in public 

space that takes place in different time periods on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Wednesday is selected 

as a typical weekday, a day when most types of crime have minimum incidence (Towers et al. 2018). 

Getis Ord 𝐺𝑖
∗ (Getis and Ord 1992; Ord and Getis 1995) is used to identify hotspots, LSOAs in which 

the count of violent crime in public space is significantly higher than in other LSOAs. This statistic was 

generated using GeoDa software. To support the clarity of the visualisation of this data (as well as that 

generated in address of RQ3, hotspots (red) are depicted as LSOA centroid points. This approach helps 

reduce the potential for the varied spatial scale of LSOAs to dominate the visual interpretation of the 

data. Town and city centres are represented in grey. In interpreting these figures it should be noted 

that LSOA centroid hotspots appear to circle the town and city centres (grey), a result of the fact that 

LSOAs cross town and city centre boundaries. 

For RQ2, and based on the assumption of monotonic relationship between crime and 

population-at-risk (Ratcliffe 2002), Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (𝜌 as rho) statistic is used 

to assess the strength of the associations between the ambient and exposed population-at-risk 

measures and violent crime in public space (i.e., to determine whether high values in the population 

measures are matched by high values in the crime measure). This technique has previously been 

utilised by Malleson and Andresen (2016) to assess the performance of various population-at-risk 

measures. RQ3 and RQ4 utilise Gi* (Getis and Ord 1992; Ord and Getis 1995) to identify statistically 

significant violent crime in public space hotspots informed by the crime rates generated by ambient 

and exposed population-at-risk measures across multiple time bins. Finally, a descriptive analysis of 

the ambient and exposed population-at-risk data and the temporally variant count of violent crime in 

public space are used to address RQ4. 
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5. Results  
The temporal and spatial patterning of violent crime in public space 

In total, 17,660 violent crimes in public space were recorded in the 2013 calendar year. Fig 1., depicts 

the distinction in the proportion of violent crimes in public space that took place on Wednesdays (a 

typical weekday) and Saturdays. Each day is represented as starting at 06:00 and ending at 05:59 the 

following morning to reflect the functioning of the NTE, which commences in the evening and extends 

in to the early morning of the next day. In overview, 11.4% all violent crime in public space occurred 

on Wednesdays in comparison to 20.9% on Saturdays. Of keynote, the proportion of all violent crimes 

in public space on Wednesdays and Saturdays are comparable in the period 06:00 to 18:59. However, 

and at this point, the trend lines diverge. Whilst the proportion of violent crime in public space then 

falls on Wednesdays, it rises on Saturdays to 22:59, with a significant peak occurring between 01:00 

and 01:59. This finding illustrates that crime patterning, the functioning of the NTE, is tied to the 

working patterns of the week. Fig 2., illustrates the spatial patterning of Gi* violent crime in public 

space (count) hotspots on Saturdays, which overwhelmingly cluster in and around the main town and 

city centres of GM. The large cluster at the centre of the map represents Manchester city centre, the 

main NTE in the region.   

 

 
Fig 1. The proportion of all violent crime in public space on Wednesdays and Saturdays. 
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Fig 2. The spatial patterning of violent crime in public space (count) hotspots on Saturdays. 

 

The correlations between the exposed and ambient population-at-risk measures 

and the spatial and temporal patterning of violent crime in public space 

Table 1., presents the Spearman’s rank-order correlation test results for both the exposed and the 

ambient population-at-risk measure estimates, for Wednesdays and Saturdays, aggregated in to two 

time periods (06:00 to 18:59 and 19:00 to 05:59). Two key points emerge from these findings. Firstly, 

the exposed population-at-risk measure performs better than the ambient population-at-risk measure 

on each day and across both time periods. This finding is expected; the exposed population-at-risk 

measure is a subcomponent of the ambient population-at-risk measure will therefore exhibit greater 

relative in-group variance. Secondly, the correlation coefficients for both population-at-risk measures 

exhibit relatively weak strength. A partial explanation for this rests in the extreme over-dispersed 

spatial and temporal patterning of violent crime in public space. Put simply, a large number of LSOAs 

in different time periods contain null values meaning that there is limited variance in the dependent 

variable. However, and fundamentally, this implies that the in-group spatial and temporal variance of 

each population measure does not elide with the spatial and temporal variance of violent crime in 

public space, where and when such crime exists.  

 

Violent crime in public space hotspots 

Fig 3., presents the exposed and ambient population-at-risk rate based Gi* violent crime in public 

space hotspots on Saturday nights (19:00 to 05:59). Two key findings emerge. Firstly, the most striking 

distinction between the maps is the absence of hotspots when the exposed population-at-risk 

measure is deployed and the presence of hotspots when the ambient population-at-risk measure is 

deployed in Manchester city centre (see the areas circled on both maps), the dominant NTE within 
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GM. Noting that the LSOAs spanning Manchester city centre experience the highest count of violent 

crime in public space in GM, the implication of this finding is that the exposed population-at-risk based 

rates of violent crime in public space in the LSOAs spanning and adjacent to Manchester city centre 

exhibit a proportionate relationship between population size and crime. In other words, the exposed 

population-at-risk  based crime rates in the LSOAs comprising Manchester city centre are not 

significantly higher than the crime rates of other LSOAs in GM. Secondly, and collectively, these maps 

exhibit both similarity with and distinction to the spatial patterning of the count based violent crime 

in public space hotspots, depicted in Fig 2. Town and city centres still (typically) feature as hotspots 

but so too do residential areas. In interpreting this distinction a degree of caution must be held. The 

non-town and city centre hotspots, whilst indicative of disproportionate crime and population counts, 

relate to LSOAs with (in comparison to town and city-centres) small violent crime in public space 

counts. In other words, the Gi* violent crime in public space hotspots may vary in their practical 

significance. This finding, of course, may also be a consequence of the weaker spatial granularity of 

the MPOD data in non-town and city centre locations. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Ambient and Exposed Populations-at-risk, Crime Counts, Rates and 

Correlations on Wednesday and Saturday  

  

Population Counts 
Crime  
Counts 

Crime Rate by 100,000 
Population 

Ambient  
Population 

Exposed  
Population 

Ambient  
Population  

Exposed  
Population 

Wednesday 

mean 2205.97 708.00 1.20 3.94 10.45 

Std 2653.20 963.85 2.51 25.86 81.68 

Min 55.39 8.01 0 0.00 0.00 

25th percentile (Q1) 823.80 285.64 0 0.00 0.00 

50th percentile (Q2) 1439.32 489.57 1 0.00 0.00 

75th percentile (Q3) 2654.67 827.72 2 0.00 0.00 

max 63247.15 33885.00 48 1464.02 5471.72 

Correlation with Violent 
Crime            

rho - Day (06:00 to 18:59) - - - 0.115 0.198 

rho - Night (19:00 to 05:59) - - - 0.05 0.122 

Saturday 

Mean 2211.44 639.90 2.21 5.76 19.05 

Std 2425.01 845.57 6.45 31.10 119.70 

Min 129.54 2.97 0 0.00 0.00 

25th percentile (Q1) 912.35 286.96 0 0.00 0.00 

50th percentile (Q2) 1511.85 465.61 1 0.00 0.00 

75th percentile (Q3) 2712.54 744.30 2 0.00 0.00 

Max 68961.19 41366.77 150 2075.39 9847.38 

Correlation with Violent 
Crime            

rho - Day (06:00 to 18:59) - - - 0.103 0.161 

rho - Night (19:00 to 05:59) - - - 0.104 0.186  
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3a: Exposed population-at-risk 

 

   
3b: Ambient population-at-risk 

Fig 3. Exposed (a) and ambient (b) population-at-risk rate based violent crime in public space hotspots. 
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Violent crime in public space and the changing scale of the exposed population-at-

risk 

Table 2., presents the hourly (minimum, maximum and mean) estimates of both the exposed and 

ambient population-at-risk measures across LSOAs on Saturday nights. It also presents an hourly count 

of violent crime in public space on Saturday nights. Interpreting this data, it is evident that the 

(maximum and mean) ambient population-at-risk is of a greater scale, though (as proposed earlier) 

holds more limited in-group variance, than the exposed population-at-risk. The contrast, between the 

minimum, maximum and mean exposed population-at-risk estimates, serves to highlight the 

significant variance across space and through time of those capable of performing an active role as an 

offender, victim and / or guardian. A relatively small number of LSOAs, located in the town and city-

centres of GM, attract populations approaching the maximum estimate. Of key significance is the 

contrast between the hourly exposed population-at-risk estimates and the violent crime in public 

space counts. Examining Saturday evening (19:00 to 05:59) in detail, it is striking that as the (maximum 

and mean) exposed population-at-risk falls (19:00 to 22:59) the crime count remains relatively stable. 

In the later evening (23:00 to 02:59), the crime count rises sharply, whilst the (weighted) exposed 

population-at-risk continues to fall.  

 

Table 2. Hourly population-at-risk estimates and counts of violent crime in public space. 

  Ambient Exposed Count 
of 
Crime 

Weights 
Hour Average Min Max Average Min Max 

06:00 2,272 176 43,681 84 3 2,190 48 - 

07:00 2,248 170 44,450 180 7 3,647 39 - 

08:00 2,218 164 45,789 305 13 5,350 25 - 

09:00 2,188 156 49,613 419 20 10,309 41 - 

10:00 2,161 149 55,066 507 25 17,698 63 - 

11:00 2,140 145 59,864 589 30 24,985 79 - 

12:00 2,126 142 64,123 665 31 31,069 93 - 

13:00 2,122 141 67,294 722 33 36,515 98 - 

14:00 2,125 140 68,940 765 34 40,348 129 - 

15:00 2,131 136 68,961 796 37 41,367 156 - 

16:00 2,138 130 67,101 808 36 40,529 121 - 

17:00 2,139 144 64,139 819 39 38,009 172 - 

18:00 2,182 153 60,935 821 43 34,447 173 - 

19:00 2,218 159 55,811 774 38 28,035 198 - 

20:00 2,237 163 51,786 735 36 20,443 182 - 

21:00 2,249 164 49,062 722 35 15,500 179 - 

22:00 2,259 165 47,131 714 34 14,218 197 - 

23:00 2,267 164 46,391 748 36 12,802 220 0.4 

00:00 2,272 163 45,984 713 34 11,992 197 0.22 

01:00 2,275 163 45,706 706 34 11,679 369 0.15 

02:00 2,276 163 45,595 683 33 11,272 343 0.06 

03:00 2,277 162 45,540 676 32 11,137 269 0.03 

04:00 2,278 162 45,447 689 33 11,229 197 0.05 

05:00 2,280 162 45,262 717 34 11,460 107  0.1 
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6. Discussion 
Sensitive to routine activities theory (Cohen and Felson 1979) and contemporary debates 

surrounding the application of population denominators to quantify crime, the research reported in 

this paper is founded on the novel conceptualisation and deployment of an exposed population-at-

risk measure, defined as the mix of residents and non-residents who may play an active role as an 

offender, victim or guardian in a specific crime type, present in a spatial unit at a given time. In these 

terms, and exploring violent crime in public space, associated with the NTE, it was proposed that 

resident and non-resident groups could play an active role whilst they occupy and traverse public 

space, but residents could not whilst they are at home. Moreover, literatures examining the NTE, 

suggested that the social environment of the NTE induces cumulative alcohol consumption and that 

the clustering of licensed premises and NTE settings serve as flashpoints for violent encounters. Thus, 

it was expected that violent crime in public space would tend to cluster in LSOAs in and around town 

and city centres, as well as to increase over the duration of an evening.  

The capacity to evaluate the relevance of the exposed population-at-risk and assess its 

association with violent crime in public space was made possible by the availability of both novel and 

fine-grained data on population flows (mobile phone data) and recorded violent crime. The MPOD 

dataset, combined with census data via a novel methodology, enabled unique exposed and ambient 

population-at-risk measures to be calculated. Whilst this dataset holds significant merits, particularly 

its capacity to distinguish user origins and destinations, it also contains weaknesses, particularly its 

lack of spatial granularity out with town and city centres and its lack of temporal granularity (between 

23:00 and 05:59) in a period in which violent crime in public space peaks. This latter issue was 

addressed through the application of population weights. Nevertheless, and to our knowledge, the 

qualities of this dataset exceed those deployed in previous studies and by these terms we judge that 

the merits of the data outweigh its weaknesses. The locational markers attached to crime records 

enabled, with reference to a typology of urban space, a unique violent crime in public space dataset 

to be created. The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of the insights generated by 

the research and their policy relevance. 

In line with other studies exploring the temporal and spatial patterning of violent crime, the 

research found the count of violent crime in public space to cluster on specific days of the week and 

at particular times in the town and city centre locations of the study area (Brunsdon et al. 2007; 

Newton 2015; Townsley 2008). The research found the associations between both population 

measures and the spatial and temporal variance of violent crime in public space to be weak. In other 

words, the in-group spatial and temporal variance of each population measure did not elide with the 

patterning (concentration) of violent crime in public place. The likely explanation for this finding is 

twofold. Firstly, violent crime in public space exhibits extreme over dispersion. Secondly, and 

significantly, the comparison of the time-sensitive population estimates and the count of violent crime 

in public space found that as the population declines over the course of a Saturday evening, the crime 

count rises. In other words, the findings are in part consequence of the nature of the phenomenon 

being investigated. The literature underpinning this study suggested that the NTE induces cumulative 

alcohol consumption (Bellis et al. 2010; Moore et al. 2007) and that the risk of violence increases with 

drunkenness (Schnitzer et al. 2010). Therefore, and whilst level of violent crime in public space might 

be proportionate to the capacity of licensed premises in any given setting (Warburton and Shepherd 

2004), it is likely that as the evening progresses and the population falls that the number of potential 

guardians in the exposed population-at-risk declines, whilst the number of potential offenders and 
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victims rises. In other words, the propensity of the exposed population-at-risk to perform active roles 

as offenders, victims or guardians is both context (crime and setting) and temporally specific. In these 

terms, it should not be expected that the scale of the population-at-risk correlate with the count of 

crime. 

Turning to consider the findings of the hotspot maps, a key question becomes: what might 

account for the absence of rate-based hotspots in Manchester city centre when the exposed 

population-at-risk measure is deployed? One possible explanation is that Manchester city centre holds 

a broader function (i.e., not exclusively related to alcohol consumption in the NTE) in comparison to 

those of the other NTEs in GM. Thus, the propensities of the population to perform the roles of 

offender, victim and guardian may differ in the Manchester NTE in relation to other NTE settings, 

collectively serving to drive down the crime rate. Perhaps a more likely explanation is that the strategy 

for managing the Manchester NTE (inclusive of its policing) is distinct from, or indeed impacts upon, 

the strategies deployed in the other (smaller) NTEs in GM.  Given the higher crime count in Manchester 

city centre, it is possible that a disproportionately greater policing resource is deployed in this setting 

(in comparison to other settings) serving to temper the crime rate. Whilst further research is required 

to assess the veracity of these propositions, they are indicative of the potential of accurate population-

at-risk measures to inform strategic policy making centred on the functioning and policing of NTEs.  

 

Conclusions 

This paper has sought to contribute to the theoretical and methodological development, as well as 

the empirical application, of population denominators in the study of crime – specifically, via a 

consideration of population mobility. It has introduced the concept of an exposed population-at-risk, 

defined as the mix of residents and non-residents who may play an active role as an offender, victim 

or guardian in a specific crime type, present in a spatial unit at a given time. Through integrating census 

with novel and fine-grained mobile phone and recorded crime data via a novel methodology, and with 

reference to literatures exploring violence and the NTE, the research generated a theoretically 

informed exposed population-at-risk measure to explore violent crime in public space. The resultant 

assessment of this population measure discerned a temporally non-linear association between 

population size and violent crime in public space, providing empirical evidence of an expected though 

untested relationship between violence and the NTE. It also demonstrated the potential of the 

exposed population-at-risk measure to inform both policy-making and evaluation, whilst also 

demonstrating that the potential of novel data to be deployed in increasingly fine-grained resolution 

holds limitations in its value to help explain and address crime. 
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